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RJDJ. ; + + + Â . : + + + + +. : + + + + +. : + + + + +. : + + + + +.... Search This Blog Thursday, November 23, 2011 The first time I sewed a
skirt, I knew my sewing skills had just hit rock bottom. I sewed that skirt so badly the first time around it had to be torn apart. I learned a
valuable lesson that day: to never do anything in life so woefully for the first time ever again! I've not sewn a skirt since, though I've been
tempted many times. I haven't felt like I needed a skirt in years, so I didn't even bother to buy one. Last night, A&E aired a really creepy

segment about mummies. There was one part where the mother of the mummy says the mummy died in her arms on an operating table. And I
realized it was because she had died in childbirth. Also, I know I've said it before, but I keep thinking that the dangling limbs problem (circling
the head, trapped between the body and clothing) is due to the clothes being bulky in the wrong place. I see it, and I think it looks kind of cool,

but I don't expect anyone to see it that way. I'm lucky if I can see what's wrong with something like this: And the thing is, that's not even the
worst one. See the dangling hand/s? It didn't get repositioned by the child's mother, and she's wearing a crop top. It would look even 3e33713323
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